
PLAYING THE GAME

Buy the Rights™ is a movie-making party game 
for 4-10 players.   Each round, one player is the 
Producer, and the other players are the screen-
writers.  The screenwriters come up with their 
own movie by playing one card from each of 
the four decks: Genre, Hero Descriptor, Hero, 
and Plot.

To start the game, deal three cards from each 
deck to every player.  Decide which player will 
be the Producer first.  The screenwriters then 
come up with a movie by the best combination 
of cards in their hand, choosing one card from 
each deck.

After the screenwriters have made their mov-
ies, it’s time to pitch them to the Producer.  For 
example, Sophie is particularly proud of her 
movie, and pitches it:

“Mine is a post-apocalyptic movie about a time travel-

ing lumberjack helping Santa save Christmas.”

Screenwriters are encouraged to add as much 
as they want to their pitches.  Adding details 
about characters, the movie title, and one-liners 
all make pitches more fun, but aren’t required.  
The goal of the game is to have fun and make 
each other laugh!

THE PRODUCER

After the screenwriters pitch their movies, it’s 
time for the Producer to Buy the Rights to the 
movie(s) that they like best.  Each round, the 
Producer has a budget of $20 Million that 
must be spent to keep investors happy.  Using 
the included $5 Million, $10 Million, and $20 
Million dollar bills, the Producer decides how to 
distribute the budget among the players.  After 
a round, all screenwriters draw one new card 
from each deck.

WINNING THE GAME

At the end of the game, the player with the 
most money wins.  Games can last as long as 
players want, but a good rule of thumb is to 
play long enough so every player can be the 
Producer twice.
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OPTIONAL HOUSE RULES

One of the great things about playing Buy The 
Rights is that there are a lot of different ways to 
play.  We’ve gathered up some of the most pop-
ular house rules here in case you want to spice 
things up a bit.

Anonymity
This is for the super competetive types who 
aren’t into pitching.  In this mode, screenwriters 
slide their movies to the Producer, who then 
reads them all aloud and Buys the Rights to the 
movie(s) without knowing which player wrote 
which movie.  We really like pitching and the 
social aspect of Buy The Rights, but some peo-
ple like to play this way.

Mandatory Titles
This one is tricky, but it’s fun to try.  Play a few 
rounds where Movie Titles are mandatory for 
pitches.  Sometimes a great title can make a 
decent movie worth more to the Producer, and it 
makes for some really creative rounds.

DICE MODE

If you want to add some variables to your 
rounds of Buy The Rights, roll a standard six-sid-
ed die each round, and modifiy the play of the 
game based on these outcomes:

1 or 6
GENRE SHOWDOWNS

A Genre Showdown is the same as a basic 
round, except the Producer draws a Genre card 
from the stack and the screenwriters all must 
come up with their own movie using that Genre.

2
PRODUCER BONUS

The Producer has a vested interest in the movies 
this round and gets a $5 Millon kickback.

3 or 5
HERO SHOWDOWNS

A Hero Showdown is the same thing as a Genre 
Showdown, only with the Producer drawing a 
Hero Card and the screenwriters all using the 
same hero for their movies.

4
BLOCKBUSTER ROUND

A Blockbuster Round is where the Producer’s 
budget increases to $40 Million instead of $20 
Million.


























